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About the Artist
Russell Thomas is a well known Canadian wild colour artist based in
Okotoks, Alberta, Canada. He began his painting journey at the age
of 47 and discovered a style that found traction almost immediately.
Working for United Way in Fort McMurray by day, Russell spent
evenings and weekends creating a large body of work and fans across
Canada and in countries around the world. He quickly found ways to
use his passion for painting to help a wide variety of community causes
and charities. His live painting performances have inspired bids as high
as $18,000 for a single painting.
While he focused entirely on human subjects in the first few years,
Russell has found a passion for adding his wild colour style to animals,
still life subjects, and landscapes. In addition to raising money
for charities and hosting workshops, Russell does a wide range of
commission projects.

Giving Back
Foundational to Russell’s artistic philosophy is finding ways to help
others.
“We love finding ways of working with charities and schools,” said
Thomas. “We know how hard it is to raise the funds needed to do
good work in communities. If we can help in some way using my
passion for painting, we are eager to do so.”
SPECIAL NOTE: this catalogue can be used as a fundraiser for schools
and charities by special arrangement with the artist. A percentage of
each sale would be returned to the organization as a donation.

Wild Colour Animals
Paintings by Russell Thomas

McKay Bear
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Baby Sea Turtle
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

Griffen the Lion
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Mr. Fox
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

Moose in the Morning Mist
12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

Wolf in the Snow
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Unbreakable Bond
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

Belonging
Owl

12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

Raven Friend
12” x 16” - $125
18” x 24” - $200
24” x 32” - $250

Gallery Canvas Prints feature thick poly-cotton canvas that won’t sag, kilndried Canadian basswood frames that won’t warp, and green certified HP inks
that won’t fade for 200 years. GST is added to the final sale price.

Colourful Characters
Paintings by Russell Thomas

Johnny Cash
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Yoda
8” x 10” - $100
16” x 20” - $150

Bob Marley
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Gord Downie
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

The Joker
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

Designing Victory
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Winston Churchill
12” x 16” - $125
18” x 24” - $200
24” x 32” - $250

Frankenstein Monster
12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

Robin Williams
12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

Marilyn Monroe
12” x 16” - $125
18” x 24” - $200
24” x 32” - $250

Stormtrooper
12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

Special Moments & Icons
Paintings by Russell Thomas

Inukshuk in the Snow
16” x 16” - $150
20” x 20” - $175
24” x 24” - $225

Monk’s Blessing
8” x 10” - $100
16” x 20” - $150

Dreamcatchers
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

Outport
12” x 24” - $150
18” x 36” - $225
20” x 40” - $250

Revisiting Buddha
12” x 18” - $125
16” x 24” - $175
20” x 30” - $250

How to place your order
1. Send an email to russell.thomas@birdsongconnections.com with a) the names and
sizes of the prints you would like to order, and b) your shipping address (if required).
2. You will receive an email with an invoice that includes the cost of the prints, gst,
and shipping (if required).
3. You will have several different options for payment including e-transfer, credit card,
PayPal, or cheque. As soon as your payment has been received, your print(s) will get
ordered.

Ask about an upgrade to an EP!
Russell is pleased to upgrade any gallery canvas print purchased to an EP, or an
Embellished Print, for a small extra fee. This includes some hand embellishments to
the print including five white dots in a row somewhere on the piece of art. This is his
artistic signature that can be found on every EP. The EP is also numbered, dated and
signed. It is a way have adding some extra value and collectability to your purchase.

How long before delivery?
Prints generally take two weeks to arrive from the date of order. However, with the
busy holiday season, it might be safer to plan for three weeks. If you have arranged to
have the print(s) upgraded to an EP, it will take a few extra days as the prints first need
to be sent to Birdsong Studio.

